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Performance Management
Applications Turbocharge Time To

Value for Sales Leaders

Recently, a conversation took place
between a sales manager and a sales
operations analyst at a large global
enterprise. It went something like this:

Sales Manager: “I spend way too much
time on reporting, can’t run a coherent
sales meeting to save my life, and have
no way to know if my forecast is accurate
or not.”

Sales Operations: “There are some great
BI tools out there that will let you build
any sales report or dashboard. Some even
come with customizable templates. Want
to take a look?”

Sales Manager: “Did I also tell you I carry
a quota? And have a team to manage? I
don’t have time to become a BI expert!”

Sound familiar? While it’s true that
Business Intelligence (BI) tools and
platforms have gotten smarter in recent
years, the end result is still the same: if you
want a report or a dashboard, you have
to become a BI expert. In sales, that just
isn’t scalable.

CLOUD9 PIPELINE ACCELERATOR TO
THE RESCUE

Fortunately, Cloud9 Analytics is
pioneering a new class of SaaS performance
management applications for the front
office, starting with sales and operations
that help companies optimize revenue and
performance. Cloud9 Pipeline Accelerator
is designed to give sales managers and sales
operations visibility into their sales pipeline
and forecast directly from their CRM
system: no report building, customization,
or dashboards.

Developed specifically for sales managers
and sales operations professionals, Cloud9
Pipeline Accelerator embodies deep pipeline
and forecasting best practices so within just
a couple of clicks, users can see what’s
changed in their pipeline. And when they
see what’s changed, they can see the deals
that matter most.

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT FOR
SALES MANAGERS

Using Cloud9’s patent-pending row-
versioning database technology and change

analytics engine, Cloud9 Pipeline
Accelerator automatically captures every
change in the CRM system. Pipeline
Accelerator then presents critical pipeline
data so sales managers can easily see
precisely what’s changing in their pipeline
and forecast, month to month, week to
week, even day to day.

Cloud9 Pipeline Accelerator also
integrates data from back-office and
incentive compensation systems so sales
managers can see not only critical pipeline
data, but performance against actuals and
quotas as well. The result is that sales
managers finally have a home in CRM that
provides them with exactly the data they
need to manage their teams – and their
forecasts – with unprecedented ease.

VISIBILITY INTO CHANGE: PIPELINE
RECONCILIATION

Sales managers think visually so Cloud9
Pipeline Accelerator features a pipeline
reconciliation chart to help them visualize
change in their pipeline. With a simple
click on a particular category, they get a
list of all the deals that make up that
change – and then drill down to the
opportunities that comprise each category
of pipeline change.

Perfect for running efficient weekly sales
forecast meetings and productive one-on-
one coaching, pipeline reconciliation helps
sales managers understand where their risks

and opportunities are and where to deploy
their resources to make their number.

CLOSED-LOOP EMAIL NOTIFICATION
To make sales managers' lives even easier,

Cloud9 Pipeline Accelerator provides them
with periodic email updates on "what's
changed" in their pipeline. Sales managers
receive an email highlighting what is
changing in their top deals by category (e.g.,
new, closed/won, deferred, etc.) and direct
links to the specific opportunity detail in
Cloud9 Pipeline Accelerator. So managers
get the information they need the way they
want - anytime, anywhere.

INSTANT ANSWERS BASED ON SALES
MANAGEMENT BEST PRACTICES

Unlike BI tools, Cloud9 Pipeline
Accelerator is a purpose-built performance
management application for sales and
operations that can be deployed in just a few
days to dramatically accelerate time to value.
From the very first day, sales managers are
presented with highly-relevant, domain-
specific information that helps them
manage their business effectively. The
result: Dramatically increased selling time,
more accurate forecasts and highly-efficient
weekly sales meetings.

So what would you rather have? Sales
managers struggling to become BI experts
or sales managers consistently exceeding
their numbers.
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